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About This Game

The world has ended, Demons have risen to conquer the uninhabited and flourishing nature outside.
It's your turn, with your unknown identity, to find your path for a new beginning.

Reset 1-1 is a good ol' fashioned frantic action RPG platformer! Battle your way through demon hordes and gigantic bosses!

Let's not beat about the bush here. Reset 1-1 is everything you loved about the late 80's/early 90's. It's a blast from the past, with
a fresh spin. It's a great little fun game. Remember when games used to be fun and challenging? Reset 1-1 is just that. Enjoy!

Game Manual:
-------------------------

Left/Right keys : move
Enter: start

Escape : pause/menu
X : Roll

C/Up Key: Jump
V: Attack

SPACE: Heal
Down Key: Action

Controller:
START: pause/ start

LB / RB : Attack
LT / RT : Change Weapon
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A: Jump B: Roll Y:Action X: Heal
Arrows/sticks: Move
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Title: Reset 1-1
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Panda Indie Studio
Publisher:
New Reality Games
Release Date: 30 Aug, 2016
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Slow as ever at spawn points and is not that much fun.. the first level is too hard to progress through the rest of the game, I spent
nearly 4 hours on the first boss. valve plz fix. I seem to be in the minority here, but I actually liked this game. It is very flawed
yes, but is just weird enough for me to enjoy. Pick it up during a sale if you are interested.. Even though I don't have much time
on this game, I think it's worth the price, especially if you like hard games.
I have only played this game for 20 minutes or so, and I will hopefully change this review when I have played more.
*EDIT* Also worth mentioning is how the developers made the achievements visible after I mentioned it in this review. I
LOVE when the devs read reviews and fix issues <3
Now I'm not good at reviews, but I actually noticed that the game does have a cap to falling speed. I complained about it even
though it wasn't true. (Sorry for false accusations! Holding the jump key also slows down falling a bit)
I think this game is decent and challenging, but has places to improve. The gameplay is very simple, and I really like the music.
As much as I seem to dig this game, there are a few things that you could somewhat easily improve:
-Rebindable keys would be nice, but that would take a little work I guess. At least implementing WASD would be nice.
-Mute music or sfx. Right now I can mute both, but I'd like to be able to just mute one of the two.. worth the price.. A really
neat and fun game, however there is a progressing level of difficulty, each time you die the next try is more challenging, your
character will move slower and the general tone, including color, gets darker with each death. It's a very unique feature that
rewards you for being careful. Give it a try, I'm glad I did!. Graphics are extremely poor,
especially when in large and fullscreen,
quite unwell to the eyes.

Controls are rather awkward, unconfigurable.
Rarely sees games using buttons X, C, V for action buttons,
would be more conventional perhaps with A, S\/W, D

Overall, the idea of the game isn't bad.
Don't die too much, else the enemy gets tougher for the stage.
'Reset' to return to starting point to reset.

Can't recommend
due to graphical unpleasant to the eyes.. Would play, but can't change controls.
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Runs super slow on my PC and I just got the new DOOM and it runs perfect on high settings. This is a simple pixel game and
there's no reason why it should be running this slow. I love the graphics, it reminds me of an old Atari Lynx game but it's
unplayable because of the slowdown.. Personally I enjoyed this one, but would I recommend it to anyone?
Only if you're a platformers lover that can adapt to floaty and sluggish mechanics, in addition, the keybindings were awkward
and unchangable.

Also, get it for $1, extremely short.. * Gameplay is too generic. It's like a poor man's Super Mario.

* Art style is kind of tasteless. I get the intention to make an old-school pixel-art platformer, but the effort failed.

* Music is okay, sounds are a little annoying.

* Game doesn't remember the settings. If you turn music off and switch to windowed mode, the game will forget it after you'll
restart. Very frustrating.

Overall, game is too simple. Not worth picking up, even though it's cheap as hell. At least there are not too many bugs, so maybe
next game by this dev would be better. But this one? Skip it.. Not a good platformer, honestly no point diving in here unless
you're a hardcore achievement hunter. Way too many other games of this nature that are worth your time compared to this one.
Wonky, awkwardly-floaty controls leave you feeling disappointed.. Reset 1-1 is a somewhat charming indie platformer with
retro feel but undermined by its controls and design choices.

Pros:
+ Beautiful soundtrack
+ Retro feel: Gameplaywise it looks like a C64 platformer, but C64 couldnt have deal that much sprites on a screen, and gfx
palette surely has more than 16 colors. So we can say it looks like an Amiga500 platformer with bad gfx.
+ Cheap, has cards

Neutral:
~ A bit short, but hey, it is cheap

Cons:
- Controls! Theyre too cluncky for a platformer.
- No windowed mode selection. Im ok with retro, i love pixel art but this game hurts my eyes on a 24" monitor man, come on!
C64 or Amiga never had that kind of big screen, this is why it worked at the time.

3\/10 And those points are going to the soundtrack and retro art... Its a pity i could have liked it more if it had a windowed mode
and better controls.. Total 4-bit knock off of mario. I think there not getting in trouble because its worse then the orignal mario.
Good game tho. Just a very awful knockoff.
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